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Is it worth trying?

Quantum space/time volume (size 
of algorithm) is what’s important

Ions offer ~2 orders lower error than 
superconductors (99.98% vs 98%)

Currently ion processors have 
limited qubit number (5 vs 50)

Connectivity matters, and ions are 
mobile



Overview

The Yb+ ion

Hyperfine qubit states

Spin-motion entanglement

The planar X-junction ion trap

Error corrected logical qubit

Modular QC architecture



Ytterbium ions

170Yb 3% 173Yb 16%
171Yb 14% 174Yb 32%
172Yb 22% 176Yb 13%

399nm - Ionisation
369nm - Cooling
935nm - Repump



Ytterbium ions

170Yb 3% 173Yb 16%
171Yb 14% 174Yb 32%
172Yb 22% 176Yb 13%

399nm - Ionisation
369nm - Cooling
935nm - Repump
369nm - State readout



Hyperfine qubit states

Low B field (<10mT)

Zeeman is tunable (0-100MHz)

Hyperfine is fixed (12.6GHz)

Electron
Zeeman

Nuclear
Zeeman

Hyperfine
Coupling
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Hyperfine qubit states

Low B field (<10mT)

Zeeman is tunable (0-100MHz)

Clock transition fixed (12.6GHz)

T2 limited by B field noise

Dressing combines the benefits:
Long coherence time (1s)
Tuneable / addressable transitions



Spin-motion coupling

Atom & (phonon) cavity

Suppress direct atom transition
and drive phonon sidebands

Spin entangled with cavity mode



Spin-motion coupling

Atom & (phonon) cavity

Suppress direct atom transition
and drive phonon sidebands

Spin entangled with cavity mode

Mølmer & Sørensen gate:
Applied to 2 atoms together
Phonon state left unchanged

“Phonon bus” (many spin coupling)



Interfering paths

Drive 8 transitions 
at 2 frequencies



Interfering paths
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Drive 8 transitions 
at 2 frequencies

Spin dependent 
phase is 
accumulated

Product states 
evolve to Bell states 

Spins are entangled



Phase accumulation

Coupled spin and motion

Motion driven in closed loop
 Hot gate (not motional GS)

 speed vs anharmonicity error
(but its deterministic, so very fast is possible)

𝜂𝜂 =
𝑧𝑧0𝜇𝜇
𝜈𝜈𝑍𝑍

𝜕𝜕𝐵𝐵
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧
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Field Gradient

Then: 24T/m

Now: ~150T/m …

Entangling gate time is proportional to 𝜕𝜕𝐵𝐵
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧
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Field Gradient

Then: 24T/m

Now: ~150T/m …

Entangling gate time is proportional to

Gradient also allows simple frequency 
domain addressing of individual qubits

𝜕𝜕𝐵𝐵
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Poster Plug!

Mitchell Peaks

High fidelity microwave 
driven quantum logic for 

a scalable trapped ion 
quantum computing 

architecture



Wafer ion traps

Au

SiN4

SiO2

Si

Quadrupole Paul trap -
flattened to 5 wires

High voltage RF (>300V)

Dielectric stack engineering



Wafer ion traps

Au

SiN4

SiO2

Si

Quadrupole Paul trap -
flattened to 5 wires

High voltage RF (>300V)

Dielectric stack engineering

Geometry sets ion height

Size / noise trade-off



X-junction Processor

Mobile ions

80 electrodes

Dedicated zones



X-junction Processor

Mobile ions

80 electrodes

Dedicated zones

Global MW & RF

Local B & E field



Poster Plug!

David Bretaud

A quantum compiler 
for small-scale 

trapped ion quantum 
processors



Logical Qubit

Surface code:
Nearest neighbour only

2D grid

Error threshold of ~1%



Logical Qubit

Surface code:
Nearest neighbour only

2D grid

Error threshold of ~1%

The “Surface-17” logical qubit 
consists of 9 + 8 ions.

Phase 1 – on a single junction

Phase 2 – an array of junctions



Poster Plug!

Alex Owens

A multi-qubit gate 
zone for use in a large 

scale ion shuttling 
architecture



A scalable architecture

X-junction array modules

Integrated on-chip:
Atomic source
Laser & waveguide
Light sensor
Digital electronics



A scalable architecture

X-junction array modules

Integrated on-chip:
Atomic source
Laser & waveguide
Light sensor
Digital electronics

Liquid He flow cryo-cooling

Inter-module ion shuttling



Poster Plug!

Raphael Lebrun-Gallagher

Constructing a 
modular microwave 

trapped-ion quantum 
computer prototype

Ion busters
@Ion_busters



Summary
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